Memo to file

January 11, 2018

From: Amanda Apple
     PR&C Preservation Officer

Re: AA-1152 Burtis House
    69 Prince George Street
    Anne Arundel County

Historic Structure Report 69 Prince George Street, Annapolis, Maryland
National Sailing Hall of Fame, Inc. (NSHOF)

The HSR was a required product under the 2009 Programmatic Agreement between the
Maryland Department of Natural Resources, the Maryland Historical Trust and the
National Sailing Hall of Fame as DNR proposed to lease the property to NSHOF.
### Historic Sites Survey Field Sheet

**Field Sheet Form**

**Present Use:** Office

**Original Use:** SF Res

---

**County:** Anne Arundel

**Town:** Annapolis

**Location:** 69 Prince George Street

**Present Formal Name:**

**Original Formal Name:**

**Function Type:** Res

**Built:** c.1880

**Style:** Vernacular

**Accessibility to Public:** Yes

**Theme:**

**Level of Significance:**

**Date Built:**

**Physical Condition of Structure:**

**Architect/Engineer:**

**Builder/Contractor:**

---

**GENERAL DESCRIPTION:**

**Structural System**

1. **Foundation:** Stone( ) Brick( ) Concrete( ) Concrete Block( )
2. **Wall Structure**
   - A. Wood Frame: Post and Beam( ) Balloon( ) Balloon( )
   - B. Wood Bearing Masonry: Brick( ) Stone( ) Concrete( ) Concrete Block( )
   - C. Iron( ) Steel( ) E. Other:
3. **Wall Covering:** Clapboard( ) Board and Batten( ) Wood Shingle( ) Shiplap( )
   - Novelty( ) Stucco( ) Sheet Metal( ) Aluminum( ) Asphalt Shingle( )
   - Brick Veneer( ) Stone Veneer( ) Asbestos Shingle( )

**Bonding Pattern:** Other:

4. **Roof Structure**
   - A. Truss: Wood( ) Iron( ) Steel( ) Concrete( )
   - B. Other:
5. **Roof Covering:** Slate( ) Wood Shingle( ) Asphalt Shingle( ) Sheet Metal( )
   - Built Up( ) Rolled( ) Tile( ) Other:
6. **Engineering Structure:**
7. **Other:**

**Appendages:**

- Porches( ) Towers( ) Cupolas( ) Dormers( ) Chimneys( ) Sheds( ) Ells( )
- Wings( ) Other:
- Roof Style: Gable( ) Hip( ) Shed( ) Flat( ) Mansard( ) Gambrel( ) Jerkinhead( )
- Saw Tooth( ) With Monitor( ) With Bellcast( ) With Parapet( ) With False Front( )
- Other:

**Number of Stories:** 2

**Number of Bays:** 5

**Approximate Dimensions:** 30 x 30

**Entrance Location:** Center at Porch

---

**Threat to Structure:**

- No Threat( )
- Zoning( )
- Roads( )
- Development( )
- Alteration( )

**Local Attitudes:**

- Positive( )
- Negative( )
- Mixed( )
- Other:
ADDITIONAL ARCHITECTURAL OR STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION:

Boxed cornice, molded caps at windows and transom lit door, three bay wide porch on turned columns; side addition is infilled porch.

RELATED STRUCTURES:  (Describe)

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE:

Minor Vernacular structure at important locaiton, but will be isolated when 71 Prince George is moved.

REFERENCES:

MAP: (Indicate North In Circle)  

SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT:
Open Lane( )Woodland( )Scattered Buildings( )
Moderately Built Up( )Densely-Built Up( )
Residential( )Commercial( )
Agricultural( )Industrial( )
Roadside Strip Development( )
Other:
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